Declaration of Possible Conflict of Interest
Are you/will you* be nominated for any positions in the Management Committee of other
clubs/societies/JCRCs* or for the position of NUSSU representative of other clubs? (* Delete if Necessary)
Yes ☐

No ☒

If yes, please state the
committee(s):

Declaration of Commitments
My current/potential commitments are: (IF YOU ARE STAYING IN A HALL OF RESIDENCE, PLEASE STATE HERE)
My current commitments are of school work only. I might be looking to join a Dance interest group in
NUS in the future.

(ATTACH ADDITIONAL A4-SIZED PAPER IF REQUIRED)

Declaration of Interest
Why I want to be a part of the NUS Students’ Computing Club Management Committee:
After attending a few of the great activities organized by the Computing Club MC, it made me
wonder about how there are these select individuals that spent countless hours (and late nights)
planning meticulously all for the noble cause of bringing enjoyment and more importantly, helping
the freshmen integrate into the School of Computing. Given its young age, I feel that the
development of the Computing Club Management Committee is still in its very early stages and there
is room for bigger and much more improvements in how the committee can value add to the lives of
the students of the School of Computing. I wish to be part of these select individuals as I want to
give back what the School of Computing has given to me.
(ATTACH ADDITIONAL A4-SIZED PAPER IF REQUIRED)
Back in JC, I was one of the Sports Leaders in my school, and one of the roles of being a sports leader
in my school was that we had to organize a school wide event for the students of our school by
ourselves. It taught me that importance of being selfless and always looking for the greater good and
I believe that will be useful in my position in the 21st Management Committee.

List down all skill(s)/experience(s) relevant for your intended position:

NUS Students’ Computing Club
Appendix B: Nominee Agreement
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